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Abstract 
In this research, we formulate and solve a class of Single Level Constrained 
Resource (SCLR) problem. The objective is to develop an aggregate production plan 
to minimize the sum of setup costs, regular time production costs, overtime 
production costs, and inventory holding costs subject to resource constraints. The 
problem has been shown to be NP-hard in computational complexity. 
We first consider the SLCR problem with backordering. Many existing 
formulations for the problem only consider a single source of production capacity. 
Our formulation is more comprehensive because it allows for multiple sources of 
production capacity. To solve the problem, we develop a heuristic based on the 
special structure of fixed charge transportation problem. We establish the 
performance of our algorithm by finding Lower Bound value and by comparing to the 
algorithm by Millar and Yang (1994). 
We then restrict our formulation to disallow backordering. The problem without 
backordering was studied extensively in Gilbert and Madan (1991). Based on the idea 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This research deals with Single Level Constrained Resource (SLCR) problem. 
The SLCR problem (with and without backordering) is formulated as a variation of 
the fixed charge transportation problem. We develop heuristic algorithms for both 
cases. Li addition, we present results of extensive computational tests. 
1.1 Introduction to SLCR Problem 
The SLCR problem is concerned with the planning of production for multiple 
products in multiple period to satisfy demands without violating resource constraints. 
The problem can be found in many manufacturing settings. One such example 
involves developing a master production schedule at a plant producing rolled 
aluminum coils. The SLCR problem is shown to be NP-hard by Gilbert and Madan 
(1991). Most solution algorithms rely on heuristic methods. These heuristic 
algorithms will be reviewed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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1.2 Our Contributions 
We first consider the formulation of the SLCR problem to allow for 
backordering. Very few researchers have considered this problem in association with 
backordering. For those who have taken backordering into consideration, they only 
included an arbitrary set of manufacturing factors in their formulation. Typically 
most formp^iulations in the literature are restrictive in the sense that they allow for 
only one type of production capacity i.e. regular time. Our formulation is more 
comprehensive in nature as it allows for different types of production capacities such 
as regular time, overtime and subcontracting. 
The formulated problem carries a structure of fixed charge transportation 
problem. Based on the special problem structure, we develop an efficient heuristic 
algorithm. The application of fixed charge transportation problem to the SLCR 
problem was presented by Gilbert an Madan (1991). However, approach did not 
address the backordering issue. Out computational results show that our algorithm 
produces very reliable results. Also, we establish the performance of our algorithm by 
comparing to the algorithm by Millar and Yang (1994). 
We will then restrict our formulation to disallow backordering. Based on the 
fixed charge transportation problem structure, we develop an efficient heuristic. Our 
computational results show that our algorithm outperforms the one developed by 
Gilbert and Madan (1991). 
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1.3 Organization of the thesis 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to our research problem. Chapter 2 
presents a literature review of solution algorithms for the problem. In Chapter 3, we 
formulate the SLCR problem with backordering as the fixed charge transportation 
problem. A heuristic algorithm is developed using the fixed charge transportation 
problem structure. A Lower Bound procedure is also developed to evaluate the 
quality of solution generated by our algorithm. Besides, our algorithm is compared to 
the one developed by Millar and Yang. Jn Chapter 4, we propose a heuristic 
algorithm for the SLCR problem without backordering. Then we design an 
experiment to evaluate our algorithm. The algorithm by Gilbert and Madan (1991) is 
also implemented for comparison purpose. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This research deals with a master production planning problem. Jn this chapter, 
we review the literature relevant to this research. First, we describe work related to 
j 
capacitated resource constraint problem. In this research, we use fixed charge 
transportation problem in the design of our heuristic algorithms. Therefore, we also 
discuss the fixed charge problem. 
2.1 Research in the Capacitated Resource 
Constraint Problem 
t i the literature, there are two approaches to deal with the problem: Single Level 
Constrained Resource (SLCR) problem and Multiple Level Constrained Resource 
(MLCR) problem. Both types of the problem have extensively studied. We only 
present some representative work done in the area. 
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2.2 The Single Level Constrained Resource 
Problem 
Most researchers in the area use linear programming based on dynamic 
programming based algorithms to solve their formulated problems. 
Manne (1958) proposes an algorithm based on set partitioning. He relaxes a 0-1 
set partitioning problem to a linear programming problem and rounds off the 
resulting solutions. The advantage of his approach is that the formulation can be 
solved with linear programming. 
Dzielinski and Gomory (1965) apply Dantzig-Wolfe (1961) decomposition 
principle to improve the efficiency of the Manne's approach. Lasdon and Terjung 
(1967) propose their column generation technique and a generalized upper bounding 
procedure by Dantzig and Van Slyke (1967) to replace Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition 
• 
principle. Their analysis shows that the combined techniques are more efficient than 
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle. 
Bahl (1983) proposes two algorithms. Both algorithms use column generation 
techniques by Lasdon and Terjung (1967). Instead of using Wagner-Whitin (1958) 
condition in column generation, he uses a simple lot sizing procedure. 
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Barany et al. (1984) develop the solution algorithm exploiting concept of cutting 
planes and branch and bound. Eppen and Martin (1987) also propose the algorithm 
using cutting planes and branch and bound. 
Pochet and Wolesey (1988) propose two strong reformulations of the problem. 
The first one is a shortest-path reformatulation, very similar to the one proposed by 
Epper and Martin (1987). The formulation is solved by a standard integer 
programming package. The second reformulation uses a plant location formulation. 
The formulated problem is solved by a cutting plane algorithm. 
More recently, Gilbert and Madan (1991) formulate the SLCR problem as fixed 
charge transportation problem. Different from most formulations, their formulation 
considers both the regular time and overtime capacity. The problem is shown to be 
NP-hard. They develop an optimization-based algorithm for their problem which 
exploits the special problem structure. Gilbert and Madan (1992) discuss an exact 
solution algorithm for the SLCR problem without backordering. 
Miller and Yang (1994) also consider the problem with backordering. They 
develop a solution algorithm using Lagrangain decomposition and Lagrangain 
relaxation techniques. However, their formulation does not take overtime capacity 
into consideration. 
Hindi (1995) develops a model based on variable redefinition and uses a branch 
and bound algorithm to solve the model. The efficiency of his algorithm is achieved 
by sharp lower and upper bounds. 
i 
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Some researchers use the dynamic approach. Zangwill (1966) formulates the 
problem as a network problem and uses the concave cost network analysis. 
Silver and Meal (1973) solve a problem with capacity constraints for a one 
product case. Their algorithm combines production for several periods into one lot if 
average cost per period for those periods is decreasing. 
Eisenhut (1975) relies on marginal analysis. Holding cost and setup cost are 
considered. His dynamic algorithm determines lot sizes for each period. The 
advantage of his algorithm is that it allows for uncertain and fluctuating demand. The 
problem with his algorithm is that it does not always give a feasible solution. 
Lambrecht and Vanderveken (1979) try to correct the infeasible problem of the 
Eisenhut algorithm. They improve marginal cost determination and incorporate 
feasibility assurance procedure. Dixon and Silver (1981) develop a solution 
algorithm using a "Greedy" approach. Their algorithm always guarantees a feasible 
solution. 
Dogramaci et al. (1981) develop an algorithm to find a schedule for a product. 
Their algorithm includes some feasibility seeking steps and solution improvement 
steps. Kami and Roll (1982) rely on the Wagner-Whitin (1958) solution for a product 
and find a better feasible solution by some heuristic methods. 
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2.3 The Multiple Level Constrained Resource 
Problem 
Lambrecht and Vanderveken (1978b) develop two heuristic algorithms for the 
multiple level constrained resource problem. The capacity constraint is only enforced 
at the highest level. 
Billington et al. (1981) propose a mixed integer linear programming formulation 
considering setup cost, and overtime capacity constraints, ln their follow-up work, 
Billington et al. (1983) propose another formulation that allows a setup for each 
product. Li their final work, Billington et al. (1984) develop a branch and bound 
procedure using the idea of Lagrangain relaxation. 
Zahorik et aL (1984) assume that capacity is constrained only at one level. They 
develop an optimizing algorithm for the 3-period problem and a heuristic algorithm 
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2.4 Research in the Fixed Charge Problem 
The fixed charge problem assumes that a fixed cost is incurred whenever the 
associated continuous variable becomes positive. Li the fixed charge transportation 
problem, each cell in the transportation tableau is assumed to have fixed cost and 
variable cost. The SLCR problem proposed by Gilbert and Madan (1991) and 
considered in this thesis is formulated as a variation of the fixed charge transportation 
problem. A fixed charge is shared by a group of cells in the transportation tableau. 
This requirement makes many existing algorithms for the fixed charge transportation 
problem impractical. However, we will still review some representative work here. 
2.4.1 Approximate Methods 
Hirsch and Dantzig (1968) show that for any fixed charge problem, an optimal 
solution can be found in an extreme point of the constraint set. Balinski (1961) 
replaces the non-linear fixed charge objective function with an approximate linear 
objective function in solving the fixed charge transportation problem. Then he solves 
the modified problem by a transportation algorithm. 
Cooper and Drebes (1967) propose an algorithm employing an extreme point 
heuristic. The algorithm improves a solution by removing the variables with largest 
fixed charge from the basis and inserting the variables with the smallest fixed charge. 
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Denzler (1969) provides an algorithm using the simplex method. At each 
iteration, a fixed charge must be considered when determining variables entering the 
basis or exiting the basis. 
Li order to improve the computational efficiency, Steinberg (1970) develops an 
adjacent extreme point heuristic based algorithms. The algorithm attempts to find 
better solutions by moving away from the current local minimum in as few iterations 
as possible. 
Walker (1976) extends the Denzler's algorithm to consider degeneracy. His 
heuristic algorithm first finds an initial local minimum and searches for an improved 
solution by considering adjacent extreme points. 
Disby (1991) proposes a successive linear approximation procedure for the fixed 
charge transportation problem. Wright etal. (1991) propose a new heuristic to 
efficiently solving the fixed charge problem. 
2.4.2 Exact Methods 
Although exact algorithms are not effective for solving the large fixed charge 
problem, they are useful for evaluating approximate algorithms. Murty (1968) solves 
the linear fixed charge problem by ranking the vertices of the polyhedral constraint 
r 
set in increasing order of their continuous objective values. Then he adds fixed 
:i i：： 
charges to determine an optimal solution. Gary (1968) decomposes the fixed charge 
•； :i 
problem into a master integer problem and a series of transportation subproblems. 
i :! ：] 
:j 
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Kennington (1976) proposes a branch and bound algorithm and develops some good 
bounds. 
Kennington and Unger (1976) transform the fixed charge transportation problem 
into another equivalent problem using a network structure. They develop a branch 
and bound algorithm for solving the equivalent problem. McKeown (1981) develops 
a branch and bound algorithm. Bounds are obtained by calculating separately on the 
sum of fixed costs and on the continuous costs. Cabot and Erenguc (1984) present a 
branch and bound algorithm using Langragian relaxation. 
McKeown and Ragsdale (1990) propose a stronger formulation of the fixed 
charge problem. They also include a precise step to improve the computational 
efficiency. Palekar etal. (1990) develop a new branch and bound algorithm for the 
fixed charge transportation algorithm. The computational efficiency is achieved using 
good bounds. 
2.5 Conclusion 
In this research, we will base on the Gilbert and Madan (1991) formulation of 
the SLCR problem. The underlying fixed charge transportation problem structure 
assumes that a group of cells in the transportation tableau share a fixed charge. This 
is different from the traditional fixed charge transportation problem where a fixed 
charge is assigned to each cell in the transportation tableau. Therefore, existing 
algorithms for the fixed charge transportation problem cannot be directly applied to 
solve the SLCR problem. 
E 1. 
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Chapter 3 
The SLCR Problem with backordering 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the SLCR problem has evoked considerable interests 
among the researchers. Many heuristic algorithms have been developed for this 
problem and its variations. Although backorder situations commonly arise in 
manufacturing settings, few researchers consider the traditional SLCR problem with 
backorder cost (Zangwill, Pochet and Wolsey 1988, Millar and Yang 1994). These 
I research studies were already reviewed in Chapter 2. 
A recent study by Millar and Yang (1994) develops a heuristic based on 
Lagrangain decomposition and relaxation for the SLCR problem with backordering. 
Their model takes into consideration holding cost, setup cost, and backorder cost. 
Overtime production cost is not considered in the model. In this chapter, we develop 
a comprehensive model which considers regular production cost, and overtime cost, 
i 
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in addition to holding cost, setup cost, and backorder cost. Our model allows for 
overtime production, as overtime production is commonly used as a means for 
temporarily adjusting capacity. 
A basis for our research is that the SLCR problem with backordering and 
overtime production can be formulated as a variation of fixed charge transportation 
problem. The heuristic, exploiting the underlying special structure of the problem, 
uses the following facts: 
• Each cell in the transportation tableau is assumed to have fixed cost and 
variable costs. 
參 A fixed charge is shared by a group of cells in the transportation tableau. 
Li the primal simplex algorithm for the transportation problem, the pivot rule 
chooses the non-basic variable to enter the basis to bring the largest decrease in the 
objective function value. The algorithm terminates if there is no more improvement 
by bringing a non-basic variable into the basis. 
3.1 Problem Description and Formulation 
The SLCR problem considers J different products and T equal periods. The 
types of production capacity available are regular time and overtime production. The 
number of units of capacity used in the production of a given product is directly 
proportional to the quantity produced. Thus for purposes of exposition, all quantities 
are expressed in units of capacity required. For product j in period m,j 二 l,2”..,J’ m 二 
l,2”..,r，the demand, the production level, and the end of period inventory level, will 
be expressed in units of capacity, i.e., one unit of a product is the amount that can be 
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produced using one unit of capacity. 
Let k denote types of capacities, k = l,2,...,K. There are two capacity source, 
regular time (k=l) and overtime (k=2). Each product j,j = 1,2,..,7, has a holding cost 
of Hj per unit per period. Similarly, each product j, j = 1,2,...，/, has a backorder cost 
of Bj per unit per period. Each product requires a setup for each period in which it is 
produced. The cost of a setup for product j is Sj units per setup, j = 1,2,,..,/. It is 
assumed that downtime consumed by the setup operation is negligible. 
Let j index product, k index source of production capacity, m index period in 
which product is produced and n index period in which product is demanded, j = 1， 
2, • •., J, k = 1, 2, •. •, K, f7i = 1, 2, . • •, T, fi — 1, 2, •.., T, 
Let, 
J = number of products; 
K = number of type of production capacity available; 
T = number of time periods in the planing horizon; 
Djn = demand of product j in period n; 
Ckm = units of capacity type k available in period m; 
Sj - setup cost for product j; 
Hj = holding cost in dollars per period of product j; 
Bj = backorder cost in dollars per period of product j; 
Pk = production cost per unit of capacity type k., 
Yjm = a binary variable where indicate the presence or absence if setup 
for product j in period m. 
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Let Xjkmn be the quantity, expressed in units of capacity, of product j produced 
using capacity source k in period m used to meet the demand in period n, where, j = 
1,2,...,7, k = l,2,...,K, m = l,2,...,r, and n = 1,2, ...,T. The formulation of the SLCR 
problem with backorders is, given as follows, 
Minimize : 
t h j * ; + i : i i i x _ * p * + i : i i i > - w x _ *付， 
/=1 m=l 7=1 =^1 m=l n=l /=1 众=1 m=l n=m 
J K T m 
+ :iSS2>-")*x./-*s, (3.1) 
,/=l k-\ m=l n=l 
Subject to : 
^ ^ y — � j = 1,2, . . . , / (3.2) 
/ f ^ ^ .jkmn — jn 
k=l m=l 
n = l,2,...,r 
^ ^ y 〈厂 k=l,2,...,K (3.3) 
2^ 2^ ^ jkmn — ^km 
j—l n=l 
m = l,2,...,r 
f ^ ^ 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . , / (3.4) 
h i i f i : 2 X - > o 
jm k=l n=\ 肌—1 2 T 
0 otherwise ，’...， 
J^kmn ^ 0 j=l ,2, . . . ,J (3.5) 
k= ia,-.K 
m = l,2,....,T 
n = l,2,...,T 
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Problem (3.1) to (3.5) is a variation of the fixed charge transportation problem. 
A group of cells in the transportation tableau shares a fixed charge. This feature 
makes our formulation different from the traditional fixed charge transportation 
problem. 
Like a transportation problem, (3.1) to (3.5) can be represented by a 
transportation tableau, in which rows are supplies (production capacities) and 
columns are demands. It turns out that the transportation tableau is very helpful in 
designing our solution algorithm, ln addition, we feel that the transportation tableau 
is also a good decision tool. With the transportation tableau, we can easily explain a 
production schedule to plant managers and workers. 
The first term in the objective function (3.1) represents the sum of setup costs 
for all products in every period, the second term represents total production capacity 
cost, and the third term represents total inventory holding cost. The fourth term here, 
represents the total backorder cost. 
Constraints (3.2) are demand constraints which require that demand, Djn, of 
product j, j = 1,2,...,/, during period n, n = l,2”..,T, is met by 知顧.The sum of 
production quantity of product j in period m (m is from 1 to T) is used to meet the 
demand of period n. 
J T 
Constraints (3.3) are capacity constraints which require that H x _ ， t h e 
j=l n=l 
total amount of production capacity of type k used in period n (n is from 1 to 7) to 
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produce different products, does not exceed the total amount of capacity of type k 
available in period m, m = l,2,.",r ； k = X,2,...,K. 
Usually the total demand and the total supply are equal. The problem is 
infeasible if the total demand is greater than the total supply. However, in cases 
without backordering, we have additional information, i.e. the problem is infeasible if 
total demand for a given period is greater than total available capacity of the given 
period, lf the total demand is less than the supply, then an additional column (dummy 
column) with demand equaling excess supply is added. 
If total demand for products over the planning periods is less than the total 
available capacity, we define D�+( 丁+】as follows: 
&ir+i=xix_iiiA 
k=\ m=\ j=\ n=l 
where Dj+j r+i is demand for the dummy column (J+1, T+1) (destination). We then 
add the following demand constraint for dummy demand. 
K T 
^ ^ ^ J + l k m T + l - ^ j + l T + l 
k=l m=l 
Constraint (3.3) will be changed to equality constraints as shown below: 
Y V Y , Y _ p k = W ” . ” K 
L a Z a jkmn 十 ^ J+\kmT+\ 一 ^km 
/=1 n=\ -
m= l,2,...,r 
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Constraints (3.4) are logical constraints which account for setups for product j in 
period m. A setup cost Sj is incurred once for product j in period m if the product is 
K T 
produced in period m (using any type of capacity). Li other words, if ^ ^ ^ jkmn is 
k=\ n=l 
positive, j = 1,2,...，/ ； m = l,2,...,r, then Yjm is One. 
Constraints (3.5) are non-negativity constraints. 
Figure 3.1 is a tranportation tableau associated with the formulated problem. A 
supply in the tableau is denoted by Ckm which is the quantity if source k production 
capacity available in period m. A demand is denoted by Djn which is the quantity if 
product j demanded in period n. 
Period 1 Period 2 ... Period T 
1 2 ... J 1 2 ... J __ 1 2 ... J 
1 [~I I I I 1 I ~— I r^ ~ 
— I — I — I 1 — I — I 1 — I — I Penod 1 2 i i i i i i i i i 
• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K I I I 1 I I I I I 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
, I I I I I 1 1 1 Period 2 2 i i i i i i i i i < 
. - - - | I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Capacity 
！ K I I I I I I I I I 
. I I I I I I I 1 I available 
• I ‘ I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 I I I I I I I I I in period 
r» • j T o ‘ I I I 1 1 1 1 1 
Period T 2 i i i i , , , , | (row) . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ , 
K ‘ I I I 1 1 1 1 1 
I I I I 1 I I 令 I I 
Product demands in 
period (column) 
Figure 3.1 
An example of transportation tableau with backordering 
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The cell in row (k, m) and column (j, n) is denoted as cell ((/:, m\ (j, n)). The 
flow in this cell corresponds to the variable Xjkmn. The value of the setup variable Yjm 
is implicitly determined by constraint (3.4). Hence a feasible tableau solution 
corresponds to a feasible solution to problem (3.1) to (3.5). 
3.2 Description of the heuristic 
In this section, the heuristic for solving the SLCR problem with backordering 
will be presented. The heuristic works with basic feasible solutions to the 
transportation problem (3.1) to (3.5). The heuristic consists of two phases. The first 
phase is a single pass "Greedy" algorithm that selects the basic variables to provide a 
good starting solution. The second phase makes an attempt to improve the solution 
obtained in the first phase by replacing variables in the basis. 
As backordering is allowed, the determination of setups necessary to satisfy 
demands in the first period is not straight forward. 
3.2.1 Phase I 
This new heuristic is based on the Vogel's Approximation Method (Reinfeld 
and Vogel 1958) and is designed to take into account fixed cost associated with each 
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According to the Vogel's Approximation Method, penalty is calculated to 
indicate where departure from lowest cost allocations will bring the highest increase 
in cost. Listead of finding the penalty using the real production costs, we use the 
nominal cost (which takes into account the fixed cost) to calculate the penalty. The 
maximum possible value is assigned to the variable associated with the cell having 
the largest penalty. 
For any cell ((k,m) Q,n)) which is chosen to enter the basis, Xj^ mn will take on a 
value equal to the minimum of Dj^  or C—. 
The demand of period n can be met by producing the products in previous 
periods ( m < n ), or by producing the products in the same period, or by producing 
products in the later periods ( m > n ). There will be an increase of holding cost per 
unit or backorder cost per unit by (n-m) * Hj or (m-n) * Bj, respectively. The nominal 
cost Rjkmn is calculated by using the original idea from the Madan and Gilbert 
heuristic, 
S. 
P , + ( n - m ) * / / , + _^  一 
Min(D.^ , C , J 
al 
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We introduce a new term0, 
Sj 
where 0 = — 
%H.^t ^B.Ht-n) 
D * Min{^ , ^ ) 
P n-l T-n + 1 
n-l 
and y^ H. * t is the total holding cost to produce products in period 1 to n-l to meet 
t=\ 
T 
the demand in the coming period n, ^ B . * (t - n) is the total backorder cost to 
t-n+\ 
produce products in period n+\ to T to meet the demand of the previous period n. 
Since we do not know how many periods should be considered to hold the products 
or how many periods after the current period should be used to produce the products, 
we consider the average holding costs and backorder costs. 6 is used to reflect 
whether it is worth scheduling the products to be produced in the current period n 
incurring setup cost or avoiding setup by producing the products in previous periods 
or later periods. It is clear that if the setup cost is high, products should be scheduled 
for previous or later time periods. Hence, a setup is scheduled for product j in period 
n, if 6 < 1. The detailed steps in Phase I are given in the following. 
. 
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Step 1: Computation ofnominal cost for cells in tableau 
Compute the nominal cost Rjkmn for admissiable cells ((k,m) {j,n)), 
For n > m, 
Rjkmn = Pk+ {n - m) * Hj j = 1,2”"，/ 
% 1 % 1 k 1 .2. . • . mf^ 
if II^,/...>0 
q=l t=l 
S • m = l,2,...,r 
R_n =P,+(n-m)*Hj+ _ ^ 一 
Min(Din,CkJ 
丨 ‘ - n = l , 2 , . . . , r 
i f M / n (： ^ , ^ ) > O A N D X i X - , = � 
q=l t=l 
For m > n, 
Rjkmn = Pk+ (m - n) * Bj j = 1,2,...,7 
if li^,..>0 k=l2...K 
q=l t=l 
R,..=P,Hm-n)*B^^ J i ^=l,2,".,r 
勵 ( 仏 ） "=i，2，...,r 
ifMin(^ , ^ ) > 0 AND ^ X _ = 0 
C] = l t = \ 
I 
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Step 2: Introduction ofsetupfor those period with low setup cost 
For each unmarked column (j,n), using source k, 
S. 
compute 6 = — ^ 
t,Hj^t J^B-Ht-n) 
D * Min(^ , ^ ) 
•“ n-1 T-n + l 
Rjknn = 0 if 6 < 1 (It is highly recommended to introduce a setup in the current 
period) 
Step 3: Computation ofrow penalty 
For each unmarked row compute penalty Ekm 
where Etm is the value difference between the lowest nominal cost and the 
second lowest nominal cost in the row {k,m) 
Step 4: Computation ofcolumn penalty 
For each unmarked column compute penalty Gjn 
where Gjn is the value difference between the lowest nominal cost and the 
second lowest nominal cost in the column {j,n) 
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Step 5: Selection ofcell to enter basis 
Let Ek'm' = Max{Ekm) 
and Gj'n' = Max{Gjn) 
正 Ek'm' > Gfn' 
Rfk'm'n' = Min{Rjk'm'n) j = 1,2，...,/ ； H = 1,2,...,7 
ELSE 
Rfk'm'n' = Min{Rfkmn) k = l,2,-,K ； m = l , 2 , . . . , r 
where {{k\m) {j\n)) is the cell selected to enter the basis. 
Step 6: Assign value to cell ((k\m^) (j',n)) 
Xfk'm'n' = Minimum( D,"' , Q,^,) 
正 Xj'k'm'n' = 0 
Mark column {j',n) and loop back to Step 1 
ELSE 
Proceed to Step 7 
； 
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Step 7: Update row capacity and column demand 
EF D ； ； < ^ 
Cjc'm' = ^k'm' —  Dj'n' 
5=0 
Mark Column (J\n') (To indicate that the corresponding demand has been 
met) 
ELSE 
/ ^  ./ / —— / y ./ / ~~" C /1 / / j n ] n k m 
� = 0 
Mark Row (/c',m') (To indicate that the corresponding capacity has been 
completely used) 
Step 8: Re-compute the nominal costs 
正 any column or row are unmarked (means demands are not met) 
Re-compute the nominal costs for cells which share a fixed charge with the 
cell {{k\m') U',n% 
R]km'n = Pk + {n-m') * Hf k = l,2”..,K ； n = m,, m ' + l , . . . , r 
and Rj'km'n = Pk + {m'-n) * Bf k = l,2,...,7^ ； n = 1,2, . . . ,m' - l 
Loop back to Step 1 
ELSE 
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3.2.2 Phase II 
The heuristic used in this phase is similar to the improvement step of Gilbert 
and Madan's algorithm. The aim of this phase is to reduce the setup cost and the 
production cost to obtain the lower objective function value. 
We introduce non-basic cells into basis at each iteration, to reduce the total cost 
by AZ, where AZ is the sum of A5" and AV， 
AZ = A5 + AV 
whereAi5 is the setup cost difference when a new non-basic cell enters basis; 
AV is the variable cost difference when a new non-basic cell enters basis. 
Li order to final a better solution, we search for the non-basic cells from four 
directions (Figure 3.2) and choose the best solution. 
(1) Forward across cells - increase column and then increase row; 
i (2) Forward down the cells - increase row first and then increase column; 
i ！ 
i 
I (3) Backward across cells - decrease column and then decrease row; 
[ (4) Backward up cells - decrease row and then decrease column. 
\ 





1 " (i 
| i 
|i 1  
i j ;i ;i I 3 
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(1) 
— / 卞 厂 如 — � 
_ ^ ^ ( 2 ) ± ’ 
_J t : ^ (4) 
..••；••.：•..；：•.. ...::::., 
丄 
— ^ ^ ~ 
. ^ ^ � i r \ 
I Basic Cell I I Non-Basic Cell 
Figure 3.2 
Four directions search 
The detailed steps in Phase E are shown in the following. 
Step 1: Initialize the searching direction i (i = 1,2,3,4) 
1 - Forward Across, 
2 = Forward Down, 
3 = Backward Across and 
4 = Backward Up 
Mtialize i = 1 
Step 2: Searchfor non-basic cells 
I Find a non-basic cell in the tableau by following the direction i 
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Step 3: Calculation ofthe difference 
Compute the setup cost S � o f the current tableau 
Compute the variable cost V„ of the current tableau 
Compute the setup cost Sn when the new found non-basic cell come into basis 
Compute the variable cost K when the new found non-basic cell come into 
basis 
Compute AZ = {Sn - S(；) + (K - K) 
EFAZ < 0 (reduce objective function value) 
Update the tableau by forcing the cell into basis 
ELSE 
Proceed to Step 4 
Step 4: 
JF no non-basic cell that can improve the objective function 
Proceed to Step 5 
ELSE 
Loop back to Step 2 
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Step 5: Compute the cost and changing the searching direction 
Oi=tts^ * i % + s i i i x - * p & + i i i i > — m ) * x — * / / , 
/=1 m=l j-l 众二1 m=l n=l j=l k=l m=l n=m 
+ t J l i S > - 0 * X _ * B f 
/ = 1 於 = 1 m=l n=l 
正 i < 4 
i = i + 1 
Resume the tableau to the structurejust after Phase I 
Loop back to Step 1 
ELSE 
Among the 0“ choose the feasible solution with the lowest cost 0 = 
Min(Oi), for i = 1,2,3,4 
‘ I 
I 
I 1 I 
i � 
I, 
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3.3 Design of Computational Experiments 
In this section, the design of computational experiments is presented. Since we 
use the Gilbert and Madan heuristic as the benchmark, we will also follow their 
computational experiments. The computational study consists of the solutions for 91 
(27+27+27) test problems using different parameters. The test problems differ with 
respect to: 
(1) the number of products; 
(2) the number of time periods; 
(3) the seasonality of demand; 
(4) the available regular time capacity and 
I 




We vary each of these five problem parameters over three values to generate 丨 
different parameter combinations. The number of products for any problem is 3, 6 or 
9. The number of time periods is 12, 24 or 36. The product demands for any problem 
may either have no seasonality, moderate seasonality or extreme seasonality. The 
setup cost for each product may be low, medium or high. The level of regular time 
capacity covers 80%, 100% or 120% of the total demand over the planing horizon. In 
each problem, the amount of regular time available is constant through out all in the 
periods over the planning horizon. For convenience the initial inventories and the 
ending inventories for all products are zero. 
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3.3.1 Specifications of test problems (3 products 
and 12 period case) 
Let i index problem set, where i = 1 is problem set with no seasonality, i = 2 is 
problem set with moderate seasonality, and i = 3 is problem set with extreme 
seasonality. 
Product Demands 
For problem set i, demand for product j in period n is given by, 
p ‘ 
D '=Tr * b.' 




I i || 
where bjn is a multiplicative seasonality factor (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4) j 
j 
for product j in period n belonging to problem set q, and r" is the pih random draw 
from a uniform distribution over the range [Udp, ldp] (see Figure 3.5). P is equal to 5 
for products 1 and 2 and P is equal to 10 for product 3. 
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Period(n) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Product 1 
None 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Product 2 
(i=l) 1.0 L0 L0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 L0 f.0 Product 3 
覺。：:?巧.:¾. .‘！。药聯?.  M......:gr.....1麵'-..^ .^ -. ;',,r:".':,�l..f.—..‘：..�」；:、..,‘_- .：.. . � � � - ‘ ‘ : i| 
i 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Product 1 
Moderate 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.0 Product 2 
‘ 
t ¢ = 2 ) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.6 ().x Pn>duct 3 ] _ 
論 腿 — _ — I 
1.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.6 3.0 3.0 2.0 Product 1 ^ 
Ex t reme 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.2 Product 2 
¢=3) 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.0 L2 L5 2.0 2.2 1.3 1.0 0.5 0.2 Product 3 
Figure 3.3 
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Product 1 
H 「 n 
芝 2 - 丄 _• -A- None 
1 1.5 “ f - ^ Moderate 
^ 1 • � •  • • • • S • • “ -•- Extreme 
f 0.5 > f “ 
^ 0 ~~丨• • • • iT��—�—�~— 
1 3 5 7 9 11 
Period 
Product 2 
I 15 - ^ ^ . : ‘ -
I 1 “ • • A • ^ y i • • ^ h + M - _ ( , 
.¾ ie^v^^ y j - m - Extreme 
I � . 5 ^ 
0 ~‘~^½^^~~‘~‘^ ">—"•"""‘^ ^ 





I 2.5「_ —-..—— 
^ _ 
I 2 - f \ … 
^ 1.5 — J ^ \ - ^ N o n e 
"§ J^^ ^v \ ^ -•-Moderate 
t 1 J ^ ^ ^ ^ v i ^ ^ _ z " : : : ^ [ 
I�.5 • 一 A. 
i Q I I I I I I I I I I — 
1 3 5 7 9 11 
Period 
I Figure 3.4 
Multiplicative seasonality factor of each product shown graphically 
i； 
I 
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Product 1 
Udp 20 40 15 25 80 
ldp 40 60 25 65 | 120 
Usjj 50 ^ ^ ^ 50 
lsp 1  150 150 150 150 150 
Product 2 
Udjy 80 15 40 40 55 
ldp 120 25 60 60 85 
I 
Usj, 100 100 100 100 100 1 
lsp 200 200 200 200 200 j 








Udp 20 20 30 30 20 30 30 50 60 40 
ldp II 40 I 40 I 50 I 50 I 40 | 70 | 50 | 100 | 80 | 80 
Usp 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
h p I 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 | 2 0 0 | 2 0 0 | 2 0 0 | 2 0 0 | 2 0 0 | 2 0 0 
Figure 3.5 
Ranges of demands and setup costs for products 
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Setup Costs 
For each product j, the setup cost Sj is given by, 
S . � t j p 
产1 
where tp is the pth random draw from the a uniform distribution over the range 
[Usp, lsp] (see Figure 3.2). Sj is the "Medium" setup cost for the product j for all 
periods for all test problems. To get the "Low" setup cost, we multiply Sj by 0.2 
while to get the "High" setup cost, we multiply Sj by 5. 
Production costs 
\ 
The regular time cost is 40.00 per unit and while overtime cost is 60.00 per unit ； 
for all periods for all problems 
Holding costs 
The inventory holding cost Hj per period per unit for all products is given in the 
Figure 3.6 following, 
Product 1 2 3 
Hj per period 4 7 6 
Figure 3.6 
Holding costs per period of products 
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Backorder costs 
The inventory holding cost Bj per period per unit for all products is given by the 
Figure 3.7 following, 
Product 1 2 ‘ 3 
Bj per period 8 H 12 
Figure 3.7 
Backorder costs per period of products 
Available regular time 
i 
\ 
The available regular time in period T for problem set i is given by， 丨 
I 
I 
J T D ‘ 
C!m ~ ^ ^ T 
./二1 n=l 
where Cjm is the available capacity of source type 1. And overtime in period m 
for problem set i is given by, 
I Q : = 0 . 2 5 * C , ; 
I -i-
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We multiply Cim by 0.80 for problems with 80% tightness of capacity, by 1.00 
for problems with 100% tightness of capacity and by 1.20 for 120% tightness of 
capacity. 
A 6 product problem is two 3 product problems. Similarly a 9 product problem 
is three 3 product problems. 
The setup costs for 6 product and 9 product problems are obtained by replicating 
the setup costs for a 3 product problem. The holding costs and production costs for 6 




Similarly the demands for 6 and 9 product problems are obtained by replicating , 
the demands for a 3 product problem. The capacities are computed exactly like the a j 
3 product problem. 1 
\ 
Moreover, a 24 period problem is two 12 period problems. The demands for a 
24 period problem is obtained by replicating 12 period demands. Similarly, a 36 
period problem is three 12 period problems. The capacities are computed exactly like 
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3.3.2 Computation of the Lower Bound 
We use a Lower Bound procedure presented by Gilbert and Madan (1991) for 
the purposes of comparing the effectiveness of our algorithm. 
A Lower Bound for this problem can be computed by solving two separate 
relaxations of the problem. In the first relaxation, a Lower Bound on total setup costs 
is computed. Li the second relaxation, a Lower Bound on total variable costs 
(production cost, holding cost, and backorder cost) is computed. 
The Lower Bound on the total setup cost is found by determining a minimum 
I 
number of setups required for feasibility. For each product, a setup is required for ‘ 
i j 
each period in which it is produced. Hence, a Lower Bound on the number of setups ； 
‘ \ 
i 
required for a particular product is the smallest integer that is greater than the | 
I 




(i.e. ^ ~ ~ ). 
l Q . 
k=l 
/ r j "I \ 
. 认 
Thus, total Lower Bound of setup costs = ^ ^ * S. 
' " I C . ‘ 
V =^1 y 
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The Lower Bound on total variable cost is computed by solving the relaxation of 
the problem with only production, holding, and backorder costs in the objective 
function. We force the setup cost of products to zero and apply the simplex method 
on the traditional transportation problem to minimize the objective function value. 
The Lower Bound on variable cost is computed from the solution. 
A Lower Bound for the problem is computed by summing the Lower Bound on 
total setup cost and the Lower Bound on total production, holding, and backorder 
cost. 
3.4 Computational Results 
I 
\ 
The heuristic is tested on a variety of test problems. All test problems consist of | 
I 
3 products and 12 time periods. Li addition, the test problems considered three ！ 
I 
parameters: (1) seasonality of demand, (2) the available regular time capacity, and (3) , 
�i 
the setup. Each of the problem parameters were varied over three values to generate 
27 problems. The test design utilized is similar to that of Graves (1982) and Gilbert 
and Madan (1991). The performance of the heuristic is discussed with respect to 
seasonality in demand, setup costs, and tightness of capacity. The quality of the 
solutions is evaluated by computing a percentage difference as following: 
OFV - LB 
* 100% 
LB 
where OFV is the objective function value of our heuristic 
LB is the Lower Bound value 
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Ten problem sets each consisting of 27 problems were used for testing the 
heuristic. The results of the ten problem sets are summarized in Table 3.1. Tables 3.2 
through 4 illustrate the effect of the three parameters on the value of the Average 
Percentage Difference (A.P.D.). In Table 3.2 the A.P.D. between the heuristic 
solution value and the Lower Bound for different levels of setup for all problems is 
shown. Li Table 3.3 the A.P.D. between the heuristic solution value and the Lower 
Bound for different levels of setup for all problems across different levels of 
seasonality is shown. In Table 3.4 the A.P.D. between the heuristic solution value 
and the Lower Bound for different levels of setup for all problems across different 
levels of capacity is shown. 
The A.P.D. between the heuristic solution value and the Lower Bound is ! , 
computed for each problem parameter. The average A.P.D. across all 270 problems ) 
was 13.96%. The percentage difference ranged from 1.65% to 28.98%. ^ 
�i 
The most significant effect on A.P.D. is due to the setup cost parameter. As 
setup cost increases the A.P.D. increases significantly (see Table 3.2). This could be 
because the Lower Bound procedure relies heavily on the continuous portion of the 
objective function. As far as seasonality is concerned, the A.P.D. in extreme 
seasonality cases is lower than those for low and moderate seasonality cases. The 
A.P.D.s for low and moderate seasonality cases are very similar (see Table 3.3). As 
far as capacity is concerned, there are minor differences in the A.P.D.s for all three 
j i 
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The simultaneous effect of seasonality and setup costs is shown in Table 3.5. 
For low setup cases and different levels of seasonality the heuristics performs better 
than medium and high set of cases. Li 67% of the cases, the A.P.D. is less than 
14.54%. Across all levels of setups, the A.P.D. for extreme seasonality cases was the 
lowest. 
j 
The simultaneous effect of seasonality and level of capacity is shown in Table 
3.6. In 67% of the cases, the A.P.D. is less than 15.30%. However, in all cases, the 
A.P.D. is less than 18.22%. Across all levels of capacity, the A.P.D. for extreme 




The simultaneous effect of the level of capacity and setup costs is shown in 
Table 3.7. For low setup cases and different levels of capacity the heuristics performs | 
better than medium and high set of cases. In 67% of the cases, the A.P.D. is less than \ 
'I 
12.83%. For different levels of capacity, the A.P.D. is lowest for the low setup cases. 
To investigate the effect of the ratio of backorder cost to holding cost, additional 
problem sets are tested by setting the ratio of backorder cost and holding cost to 2，4 
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Setup Cost 
Low Medium High 
� A . P . D . 3.16 12.22 26.55 
Table 3.2 





None Moderate Extreme 
A.P.D. 15.89 15.28 10.76 
Table 3.3 






r ^ " ^ ^ ^ " " ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " = " = ^ ^ ^ " = ^ " | l { 
Capacity 
80% 100% 120% 
A.P.D. 14.41 13.26 14.26 
Table 3.4 
The effect of tightness of capacity on A.P.D. 
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Seasonality 
Setup ‘ ^ 
None Moderate Extreme 
Low 3.34 3.41 2.73 
Medium 14.54 13.23 8.89 
High 29.78 29.21 20.66 
Table 3.5 
The effect of seasonality and setup costs on A.P.D. 
Seasonality 
Capacity 
None Moderate Extreme 
80% 18.22 16.38 8.64 
100% 14.14 15.43 10.21 ( 
120% 15.30 14.03 13.43 jj 
^ 
i‘ � 
Table 3.6 ^ 
_ I 




Low Medium High 
80% 2.72 12.19 28.32 
100% 3.09 11.64 25.06 
120% 3.67 12.83 26.27 
Table 3.7 
The effect of setup costs and tightness of capacity on A.P.D. 
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Setup Cost 
Low Medium High 
A.P.D. 3.42 12.29 25.64 
Seasonality 
None Moderate Extreme 
A.P.D. 14.82 [ 15.85 10.68 
i 
Capacity 
80% 100% 120% 
� A . P . D . 12.52 13.44 15.38 H 
Seasonality 
Setup 
None Moderate Extreme 
Low 4.02 3.82 2.42 ； 
1 
Medium 15.62 13.08 8.17 丨 
High 24.82 30.65 21.45 | '； 




None Moderate Extreme 
'\ 
80% 14.90 15.42 7.25 
100% 14.97 15.05 10.30 
120% 14.58 17.08 14.48 
Setup 
Capacity ~ 
Low Medium High 
80% 2.77 9.90 24.90 
100% 3.52 13.42 23.38 
120% 3.97 13.55 28.63 
Table 3.8 
The effect of ratio of backorder cost to holding cost (Bj = 2Hj) 
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Setup Cost 
Low Medium High 
厂 A.P.D. 3.61 12.87 31.20 J 
Seasonality 
None Moderate Extreme 
A.P.D. 18.30 I 17.77 11.61 
I 
Capacity 
80% 100% 120% 
厂 A.P.D. 15.15 15.42 17.12 
Seasonality 
Setup 
None Moderate Extreme 
Low 3.60 4.48 2.75 \ 
Medium 15.10 14.95 8.57 '| 
High 36.20 33.88 23.52 | ； 
^ 
Seasonality | 
Capacity ^ i 
None Moderate Extreme 
'j 
80% 19.03 17.98 8.43 
100% 18.30 16.88 11.07 
120% 17.57 18.45 15.33 
Setup 
Capacity 
Low Medium High 
80% 2.95 11.68 30.82 
100% 3.80 13.27 29.18 
120% 4.08 13.67 33.60 
Table 3.9 
The effect of ratio of backorder cost to holding cost (Bj = 3Hj ) 
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Setup Cost 
Low Medium High 
A.P.D. 3.19 13.10 33.09 | 
Seasonality 
None Moderate Extreme 




80% 100% 120% 
A.P.D. 15.43 16.46 17.49 
Seasonality 
Setup — ~ " ^ 
None Moderate Extreme 
Low 3.27 3.77 2.55 ( 
Medium 15.58 15.45 8.27 ‘丨丨 
High 37.30 36.88 25.08 ； 
� 
A' 
1 Seasonality , 
Capacity i 
None Moderate Extreme '' 
80% 19.75 17.60 8.95 
100% 17.73 20.28 11.35 
120% 18.67 18.22 15.60 
Setup 
Capacity 
Low Medium High 
80% 2.12 11.95 32.23 
100% 3.67 13.72 31.98 
120% 3.80 13.63 35.05 
Table3.10 
The effect of ratio of backorder cost to holding cost (Bj = 6Hj) 
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3.5 Comparison to Millar and Yang's 
Algorithm 
Millar and Yang (1994) develop a solution algorithm using Lagrangain 
decomposition and Langrangain relaxation techniques. Their formulation considers 
the backordering but fails to consider more than one type of capacity sources. Since � 
� 
their formulation does not consider the overtime capacity source, we need to modify 
our problem to make a comparison with their algorithm possible. In our formulation, 
we disallow overtime production by setting overtime capacity to zero for each period. 
:1丨 
Li their computational experiments, they only consider the three type of | 
parameters, setup cost (high and low), capacity tightness (low, medium and high) and 
i , 
backorder cost (low, medium and high). These 6*3 generated problems are tested by —' 
f 
their Lagrangain decomposition and relaxation, and compared to the lower bound. ！ 
'i 
They measure the quality of the solution by computing a gap value as follows: 
^ �nA ^ Solution Value - Lower Bound Gap = 200 * 
Solution Value + Lower Bound 
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3.5.1 Comparison Results 
The results are shown in the following tables (Table 3.11 to 3.13). We put an 
asterisk ‘*’ to mark a case in which that algorithm performs better than the other two. 
Setup Capacity Our Algorithm Decomposition Relaxation 
~ L o w L o w ~ 3.21* 19.29 18.80 
Low —Medium 3.51* “ 22.50 22 .95~ 
Low 一 High 4.21* “ 12.46 13 .02~ 
Medium 一 Low 9.82* 12.99 12.57~~ � 
Medium —Medium 11.06* “ 11.18 2 1 . 9 7 ~ 
Medium — High — 13.88 7.22* ~~10.44~~ 
Table3.11 
Gap value (Bj = 2Hj) 
Setup Capacity Our Algorithm Decomposition Relaxation :( 
Low _ Low 3.20* 7 J 4 8 ^ ~ " 
Low Medium 3.48* T ^ ^ ~ � 
Low ~ High — 4.18* ^ ^ ~ ,: 
Medium Low 10.39 7.14* 13.09~~ | 
Medium Medium 11.24 6.31* 10.11~~ ； 
Medium High 13.90 5.74* 9?n~~~ ’ 
Table3.12 
Gap value (Bj = 4Hj) 
Setup Capacity Our Algorithm Decomposition Relaxation 
Low Low 一 3.26 2 ^ 2 . 4 4 * “ 
Low Medium “ 3.57* SAO 5 ^ ~ ~ 
Low — High 一 4.28* 8.18 ~~TA6~~ 
Medium Low “ 10.96 6.67* 11.50~~~ 
Medium Medium 11.60 8.05* 12.82~~ 
Medium High — 14.03 6.81* T ^ ~ 
Table3.13 
Gap value {Bj = 6Hj) 
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When backorder costs are low (Backorder cost is double of holding cost, />；= 
2Hj), our algorithm performs much better than the Lagrangian Decomposition and 
Relaxation (see Table 3.11). 
Li 50% of the cases, our algorithm performs better than Lagrangian 
Decomposition and Relaxation when the setup cost is low and backorder cost is 
medium (see Table 3.12). 
When backorder cost increases (Bj = 6Hj), our algorithm performs better than 
the Lagrangian Decomposition in 33% of the cases. In 67% of cases, the Gap value 
of our algorithm is less than those of Lagrangian Relaxation (see Table 3.13). 
j 





In this chapter, we formulated the SLCR problem with backordering as a fixed 
charge transportation problem. We also computed the Lower Bound for comparison. 
This formulation has the advantage of considering both regular time and overtime. 
The algorithm performed quite well when compared to the Lower Bound (which is 
infeasible in some of the case). Moreover, we compared the performance with the 
results by the Millar and Yang's algorithm. Our algorithm performed quite well when 
the setup cost is low. 
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Chapter 4 
\ 
The Optimization Based Algorithm 
Jn this chapter, we propose an efficient optimisation based algorithm for Single 
|i 
Level Constrained Resource (SLCR) problem which disallows backordering. 
Backordering is disallowed in situations where backorder cost is extremely high or | 
!^ 
where failure to deliver products on time means loss of constracts. ‘ 
( 
•； 
As discussed in Chapter 2, several formulations have been used in the literature. 
The formulation proposed by Gilbert and Madan (1991) is adopted in this research 
because most existing formulations ignore alternate sources of production capacity. 
Li today's highly competitive marketing environment, manufacturers have to 
emphasize on order winners such as flexibility, availability, and delivery, in addition 
to cost and quality. Overtime capacity helps manufacturers achieve the desirable 
flexibility, availability and delivery performance. 
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In order to solve the problem efficiently, solution algorithms often use a 
heuristic exploiting the special structure of the problem. The Gilbert and Madan 
formulation carries a structure similar to a type of fixed charge transportation 
problem. Jn the fixed charge transportation problem, each cell in the transportation 
tableau is assumed to have fixed cost and variable cost. A fixed charge is shared by a 
group of cells in the transportation tableau. Therefore, existing algorithms for the 
fixed charge transportation problem are not designed to exploit the special structure ^ 
"> � 
of the SLCR problem discussed in the thesis. 
Similar to the algorithm for the backordering case in the previous chapter, our 
algorithm uses the heuristic based on a primal simplex algorithm for the 
, h 
transportation problem, ln the algorithm, the pivot rule chooses the non-basic \| 
.j 
variable to enter the basis to bring the largest decrease in the objective function value. , 
i 
The algorithm terminates if there is no more improvement by bringing a non-basic | 
^ 
variable into the basis. Computational results show that our algorithm outperforms , 
'j 
the Gilbert and Madan algorithm in terms of the quality of solutions generated. 
4.1 The Formulation 
Our formulation of the SLCR problem without backordering is the same as the 
formulation presented by Gilbert and Madan (1991). The planning horizon is divided 
into T equal time periods. There are J different products. The demand DjnJ = 1,2,...,/ 
and n = l,2,...,rfor product j is required in period n. 
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A product may be produced using K different types of capacity (e.g. regular time, 
and overtime). Ckm, k = l,2,...,K ； m = l,2,...,T denotes the number of units of 
capacity type k available in period m. 
We assume that the number of units of capacity used in producing a given 
product is directly proportional to the quantity produced. Therefore, we express all 
quantities in units of capacity required. For product j produced in period m using 
capacity type k, the demand, the production level and the inventory, will be expressed 
in units of capacity. We assume that, one unit of a product is produced by one unit of 
capacity for simplicity. This assumption is not restrictive. We can easily modify our 
formulation for the situation where one unit of capacity may produce several units of 
I 




The cost of capacity type k, k = l,2,...,K, is Pk dollars per unit, Pj < P2 < ... < | 
, 
Pk. To be consistent with the Gilbert and Madan formulation, we disallow 
•j 
backordering. Therefore, the proposed formulation does not allow products be 
produced to meet the demands of earlier periods. 
t i other words, products produced during a given period can only be used to 
meet the demand for the product during that period or in the subsequent periods. 
Each productj,j = 1,2”",/, has a holding cost of Hj dollars per period. Total holding 
cost of a period is based on the ending inventory of the period. 
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Each product requires a setup for each period in which it is produced. The cost 
of a setup for product j is Sj dollars per setup, j = 1,2,...,/. It is assumed that 
downtime consumed by the setup operation is negligible. 
Using the following notations, the SLCR problem can be formulated as a type of 
fixed charge transportation problem. Let j and k index product and type of production 
capacity respectively, where j = 1,2,...,/ ； k = l’2”..,K. Let m index period in which 
product is produced and n index period in which product is demanded, where m = 
1,2', • • •，T^ , Tx “™ 1，2'，• • •，T\ 
Let, 
/; 
J = number of products; ^ 
K = number of type of production capacity available; 
k 
s 
T = number of time periods in the planing horizon; j 
k 
\ 
Djn = demand of product j in period n; 
.j 
Ckm = units of capacity type k available in period m; 
Sj = setup cost for product j; 
Hj = holding cost in dollars per period of product j\ 
Pk = production cost per unit of capacity type k\ 
Yjm = a binary variable that indicates the presence or absence of a setup for 
product j in period m. 
Further, we let Xjkmn be the quantity of product j produced using production 
capacity source k in period m to meet the demand in period n. 
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The fixed charge transportation formulation of the Single Level Constrained 
Resource problem is given below: 
Minimize : 
i : i s , Y j j ± f ± ± X _ ” k + t t i j > - m ) * X _ * H , (4 .1) 
7=1 m-\ j=l k=\ m=l n=m j=l k=l m=\ n=m 
Subject to : 
^ � Y _ p^ j = 1,2,".，/ (4.2) 
/ j / j jkmn — jn 
k~\ m=l 
n= l,2,...,r ； 
\ j 
+ + k = a . . , K (4.3) ‘ 
2^ 2^ A jkmn — ^km | 
/ = 1 n=m 二 
m 二 l , 2 ” . ” r 
1 
< 
r 去+ J=l,2,...,J (4.4) 
r ^ l i f I X ^ . - > o 
- 1 出=爪 m=l,2,...,T 
0 otherwise 
X _ n ^ j=i,2”",J (4.5) 
k=l,2”..,K 
m - l,2,....,r 
n = l,2,...,r 
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Problem (4.1) to (4.5) is a variation of the fixed charge transportation problem. 
A group of cells in the transportation tableau shares a fixed charge. This feature 
makes our formulation different from the traditional fixed charge transportation 
problem. 
Like a transportation problem, (4.1) to (4.5) can be represented by a 
transportation tableau, in which rows are supplies (production capacities) and 
columns are demands. It turns out that the transportation tableau is very helpful in 
designing our solution algorithm. Li addition, we feel that the transportation tableau 
is also a good decision tool. With the transportation tableau, we can easily explain a 
production schedule to plant managers and workers. 
/i 
The objective function (4.1) is the minimization of total cost. The first term in ‘ 
� 
the objective function represents the sum of setup costs for all products in every j 
M 
period, the second term represents total production capacity cost, and the third term 
i 
represents total inventory holding cost. 
Constraints (4.2) are demand constraints which require that demand, Djn, of 
productj,y = 1,2”..,/, during period n, n = l,2,...,T, is met by Xjkmn, m < n. The sum 
of production quantity of product j in period m (m is from 1 to n) is used to meet the 
demand of period n. 
_ J T 
Constraints (4.3) are capacity constraints which require that H X j—” , the 
/=1n=m 
total amount of production capacity of type k used in period n (n is from m to T) to 
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produce different products, does not exceed the total amount of capacity of type k 
available in period m, m = l,2,...,r ； k = l,2,...,K. It should be noted that constraints 
(3.2) and (3.3) exclude backorder possibility. 
Usually the total demand and the total supply are equal. The problem is 
infeasible if the total demand is greater than the total supply. However, in cases 
without backordering, we have additional information, i.e. the problem is infeasible if 
total demand for a given period is greater than total available capacity of the given 
period. l£ the total demand is less than the supply, then an additional column (dummy 
column) with demand equaling excess supply is added. 
/, 
Jf total demand for products over the planning periods is less than the total � 
available capacity, we define D j + ! � as follows: • 
A J 1 
1 
� i T + i = i i x - x i x ^ 
k=\ m=l j=l n=l 
where Dj+j r+i is demand for the dummy column (J+1, T+1) (destination). We then 
add the following demand constraint for dummy demand. 
K T 
^ ^ ^J+lkmT+l ~ ^J+lT+l 
k=l m=\ 
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Constraint (4.3) will be changed to equality constraints as shown below: 
Y V Y _L Y - r k=\,2,�,K 
Z ^ Z u jkmn t A J+\kmT+\ — ^km 
/=1 n=m 
m = l,2,...,r 
Constraints (4.4) are logical constraints which account for setups for product j in 
period m. A setup cost S) is incurred once for product j in period m if the product is 
K T 
produced in period m (using any type of capacity). Li other words, if H x — is 
k=\ n=m 
positive,y = l,2,...,/ ； m = l’2，".’T’ then Yj^ is One. 
Constraints (4.5) are non-negativity constraints. / 
\ 
i � 
Figure 4.1 is a transportation tableau associated with the formulated problem. A ) 
4 
supply in the transportation tableau is denoted by Ckm which is the quantity of source ！ 
i 
k production capacity available in period m. A demand is denoted by Djn which is the 
quantity of product j demanded in period n. 
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Period 1 Period 2 ... Period T 
1 2 ... J 1 2 ... J 1 2 … J 
1 1 1 1 1 " 1 1 1 1 
1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 Period 1 2 i i i i i i i i i 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
: I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 
K 丨 I 丨 I 丨 丨 丨 I I 
1 > 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 Period 2 2 \ j---sL i i i i i i < 
. I"一ri \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
^ 1~-^4:;:3;jl^  1——I——I 1——I——I Capacity 
： K I r ^ i I I I I I I 
. I I V ‘ I I I I I available 
• 1 I I \ | I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 I I \ I ] ] I I I in period 
Period T 2 — 了 — 丁 _ 1 � — _ � — — � 厂—厂—厂 (row) 
1 1 r\ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
: I I 1 \ I I I I I I 
K 1 1 r y 1 1 1 1 1 1 
h ^ 3 ^ : : b ^ 
Inadmissible cell Product demands in ； � 
period (column) j 
Figure 4.1 ， 
) 
An example of transportation tableau without backordering ‘ 
I 
•i 
The cell in row (k,m) and column (j,n) is denoted as cell ((k,m) (j,n)). The flow 
in this cell corresponds to the variable X—. The value of the setup variable Yjm is 
implicitly determined by constraint (3.4). Hence a feasible tableau solution 
corresponds to a feasible solution to problem (3.1) to (3.5). Since backordering is not 
allowed, any cell ((k,m) (j,n)) with m > n is infeasible and therefore inadmissible. 
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4.2 The Algorithm 
ln this section, the heuristic for solving the SLCR problem without backordering 
will be presented. The heuristic works with basic feasible solutions to the 
transportation problem (4.1) to (4.5). Similar to the Gilbert and Madan (1991) 
algorithm, the heuristic consists of three phases. The first phase introduces into the 
basis some variables that are required to meet the demands of the first period. The 
second phase is a single pass "Greedy" algorithm that selects the remaining basic 
variables to provide a good starting solution. The third phase makes an attempt to 
improve the solution obtained in the second phase by replacing variables in the basis. 
Our heuristic is better in the sense that we develop a better approximation of 
\ 
cost per unit of production. This helps us in finding a better initial solution. In { 
addition, we develop better search procedures to identify the most desirable non-
basic candidate into the basic solution. The search procedures remove the inherited 
bias in the Gilbert and Madan search procedures. 
4.2.1 Phase I 
in this phase, we must schedule production using different capacity types to 
meet the demands for all products in the first period. IfD)7 is positive, then a feasible 
solution should have the production using one type or a combination of types of 
capacity for pr0duct7 scheduled in the first period. The demands for the products in 
the first period must be met by using the least expensive type of capacity available in 
the first period, although there may be more than one type of capacity available. 
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The output from this phase is either the assignment of values to Xjui, j = 
K 
1,2,...,/ ； k = l,2,...,/T, such that ^ X .^ ^^  = D” , or the indication that the problem is 
k=\ 
infeasible. The infeasible case occurs when total supply from all capacity types in the 
first period is not enough to meet total demand of first period. 
K n 
In Phase I and Phase E of our heuristic, we let D.^  = D.^  _ H x _ be the 
k = l m=l 
remaining unmet demand for product j in period n, for j = 1,2,...,7 ； n = l,2,...,T. 
J T 
Similarly let Q^ = Q^ - 工工 X_n be the unused capacity of type k in period m, for 
j=l n=m 
k = l,2,...,K ； m = l,2,.",r. The detailed steps in Phase I are shown in the following. 
/, 
\ 
Step 1: Initialization j 
fcitialize Xjkmn = 0, C - = C,^ ，D.^  = D.^  ^ 
forj = 1,2,...,/ ； k = l,2,...,7^ ； m = l,2,...,r ； n = l,2,...,r 
Sety= l,k= 1 . 
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Step 2: Satisfy product demand in thefirst period 
EF k > K (When all the capacities in the first period have been used up, and there 
is remaining unmet demand for any product in period 1) 
Terminate with an infeasible condition; 
ELSE JF j > J (When all product demands of the first period has been fulfilled) 
Proceed to Phase E; 
ELSE 
Assign value to variable associated with cell ((^,1) (/.,1)) by 
Xjkii - Minimum(Djj, C^j) 
Step 3: Update demand and capacity 
正 5 ； 死 
^ 
i 
Cjd 二 Cki -Dji ^ 
\ 
W = 0 
Mark Column (j,l) (To indicate that the corresponding demand has been 
I 
met) 
J = 7 + 1 
ELSE 
可 = ^ - ^ 
^ = 0 
Mark Row (^,1) (To indicate that the corresponding capacity has been 
completely used) 
k = k+ 1 
Loop back to Step 2 
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4.2.2 Phase II 
In Phase E, we may use any procedures for constructing an inital solution. In 
this research we use the procedure similar to the Vogel's Approximation Method 
(Reinfeld and Vogel 1958). 
This phase is similar to the Vogel's Approximation Method except that the cost 
coefficients consider fixed charge associated with each cell in the tableau. In our 
problem, a group of cells share a fixed charge (see Figure 4.2). The costs of all the 




According to Vogel's Approximation Method, penalty is calculated to indicate * 
1 
where departure from lowest cost allocations will bring the highest increase in cost. ‘ 
Instead of finding the penalty using the real production costs, we use the nominal cost 
(which takes into account the fixed cost) to calculate the penalty. The maximum ' 
possible value is assigned to the variable associated with the cell having the largest 
penalty. 
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Period 1 Period 2 ... Period T 
P � " ' _ _瞧 
Period 2 2 — -卜 -十 -十 1 " - _ [ " U 1 " _ - r ' B " " 
• — ‘ • 1 1 1 B f l 1 1 — ^ B — 
. K ‘ 1 1 1 1 1 | | | | 1 1 — ^ B | — 
I I I I I r ^ ^ ^ n I I r~"™~7 
: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' 1 ‘ 
1 I I I I I I I I I 
r» • J rj. o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Period T 2 \ \ \ i i i i i i 
1 「 一 一 | 1 1 1 1 1 1 : I I I I I I I I I , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
K I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
^ ¾ Cells share the same setup cost in period 1 
^ ¾ Cells share the same setup cost in period 2 
Figure 4.2 
Setup cost shared by cells 
If cell ((k,m) 0',n)) is chosen to enter the basis, Xjkmn will take on a value equal to 
minimum of D.^ or Q^ . Jf a setup has already been done for the product j in period 
m, the objective function will increase by: 
Xjkmn * {Pk + (n-m) * Hj) 
On the other hand if the setup has not been done for product j in period m then 
the objective function will increase by: 
Xjkmn * (Pk + (n-m) * Hj) + Sj 
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There are other cells sharing the same setup in each period m, m = l,2,...,T, 
using different types of capacity k , k = l,2,...,K. We may have more than one non-
zero cell to share the setup within the same period m. This reduces the average 
increase setup cost per unit. Producing product j in period m to meet the demand for 
period n (n > m) bears holding cost per unit by {n-m) * Hj. 
We introduce a new term w, holding period window size. Each time we only 
consider the situation that the products produced in period m will be held for w 
period(s) to meet the demand, where w = 0,1,...,7-1. Then there will be k * (w+l) 
cells sharing the same setup cost (see Figure 4.2) and the total demand associated to 
Min{m+w,T) 
these cells for product j will be ^ D" , j = 1,2,... ,J. 
t=m ‘ 
4 
Similar to the demand, the total capacity used by the cells which share the same 
K 
setup is ^ Cqm . Then the average rate of increase in the objective function per unit 
<7=1 ‘ 
of product j met in period n is: 
p , + ( n - m ) * / / . + ^ _ _ - (丄 K— w = o,i,...,r-i 
婉（S ^ . ' I ^ ) 
t=m q=\ 
It is unreasonable to fix the holding period window size to a value between 0 
and T-l. We repeat phase H by T times to get the best solution (The best one is the 
feasible solution that has the lowest the objective function value). The detailed steps 
of Phase E are shown in the following. 
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Step 1: Initialize window size 
Liitialize w = 0 
Step 2: Computation ofnominal costfor cells in tableau 
Compute the nominal cost R— for admissiable cells {{k,m) (j,n)) 
(i.e. cells with m < n). 
Rjkmn = Pk+ (n - m) * Hj j = 1,2，...,/ 
if l i X _ � � k=l,2...K 
q=l t=m 
S. m = 2,3,...,T 
R_n = Pk + (" 一 m) * Hj + 似 ,一丄 K — 
Min( R , , £ c ; j "=l,2, . . . ,r , 
t=m q=\ j 
Min{m+wJ) K 
if Min{ X ^ ' Z ^ ) > 0 
t~m q=] 
AND t i x . _ =0 
q=l t=m 
For inadmissible cells (i.e. cells with m > n), define the cost as M, where M is a 
very large number. 
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Step 3: Computation ofrowpenalty 
For each unmarked row compute penalty Ekm 
where Ekm is the value difference between the lowest nominal cost and the 
second lowest nominal cost in the row {k,m) 
Step 4: Computation ofcolumn penalty 
For each unmarked column compute penalty Gjn 
where Gjn is the value difference between the lowest nominal cost and the 
second lowest nominal cost in the column (j,n) 
Step 5: Selection ofcell to enter into basis ! 
Let Ek'm' = Max{Ekm) 
\ 
and Gfn' = Max{Gjn) 
正 Ek'm' > Gfn' , 
Rfk'm'n' = Mifl{Rjk'm'n) j = 1,2,...,/ ； n = l,2,...,J 
ELSE 
Rj'k'm'n' = Min{Rj'kmn') k = l,2,...,A' ； M = 1,2,,..,7 
where {{k\m) {j\n)) is the cell selected to enter the basis. 
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Step 6: Assign value to cell {{k\m) (J\n')) 
Xfk'm'n' = Minimum( /),"",，Q,^,) 
正 Xfk'm'n' = 0 
Mark column {j\n) and loop back to Step 2 
ELSE 
Proceed to Step 7 
Step 7: Update row capacity and column demand 
正^^^ 
0^1 , , — (^ > / / / ^ ,/ / k m k m / n 
K=o 
Mark Column ( j \n) (To indicate that the corresponding demand has been 
met) 
ELSE 
/ ) ./ / lJ ” r ‘ • C^  * / r 
Jn jn km 
^ ' = 0 
Mark Row (k\m') (To indicate that the corresponding capacity has been 
completely used) 
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Step 8: Re-compute ofthe nominal costs 
正 any column or row are unmarked (means demands are not met) 
Re-compute the nominal costs for cells which share a fixed charge with the 
cell {{k\m') U\n)). 
Rfkm'n = Pk + {n-m') * Hf k = lX-.,K ； n = m\ m'+l,...,r 
Loop back to Step 2 
ELSE 
Proceed to Step 9 
Step 9: Repeat with other window sizes 
TC. = i t A , Y j m + t i i i X j - ” k + tt±tAn-rn)*X_*Hj 
/=1 ni=l j=l k~\ m=l n=m j=l 於二1 m=l n=m | 
i 
！ 
正 w < T-2 
w = w + 1 
Unmark all the rows and columns except rows and columns marked in the 
Phase 1. 
Loop back to Step 2 
ELSE 
Among the TC^, choose the feasible solution with the lowest cost TC = 
Min(TCw) 
and proceed to Phase EI 
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4.2.3 Phase III 
Phase ni uses a heuristic to improve the solution obtained in Phase H. The 
algorithm is similar to a primal network simplex algorithm but it takes into 
consideration fixed costs as well as variable costs in pricing pivots. 
The formulated SLCR problem is a variation of the fixed charge transportation 
problem. Jf a non-basic variable is introduced into the basis, the total variable cost 
and the total fixed cost of the solution may be affected. The total fixed cost (setup 
cost) incurred may be affected because of the following cases: 
(1) The setup cost associated with variables which turn positive from zero; 
(2) The setup cost associated with variables which turn zero from a positive 
value. 
I 1 
In Phase EI, the non-basic variable whose entrance into the basis will bring the 
largest reduction in total cost will be selected. For a basic feasible solution if a non-
basic variable Xjkmn enters the basis, the resulting change in the objective function 
value is given by AZ, 
AZ = AS + AV 
where AS is the setup cost difference when a new non-basic cell enters basis; 
AV is the variable cost difference when a new non-basic cell enters basis. 
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Li searching for a better solution, we use the four direction search approach 
discussed in the previous chapter. The detailed steps in Phase EI shown as follows. 
Step 1: Initialize the searching direction i (i = 1,2,3,4) 
1 = Forward Across, 
2 二 Forward Down, 
3 = Backward Across and 
4 - Backward Up 
Liitialize i = 1 
Step 2: Searchfor non-basic cells 
Find the next non-basic cell in the tableau by following the direction i 
Step 3: Calculation ofthe difference 
Compute the setup cost S„ of the current tableau 
Compute the variable cost Vo of the current tableau 
Compute the setup cost Sn when the newly found non-basic cell come into basis 
Compute the variable cost K when the newly found non-basic cell come into 
basis 
Compute AZ = (¾ - So) + (K - V") 
EFAZ < 0 (reduce objective function value) 
Update the tableau by introducing the cell into basis 
ELSE 
Proceed to Step 4 
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Step 4: Check whether there is roomfor improvement 
正 no non-basic cell that can improve the objective function 
Proceed to Step 5 
ELSE 
Loop back to Step 2 
Step 5: Compute the cost and changing the searching direction 
Oi = t h . i * > % + t l t i x _ * P k + i : i i i > - m ) * x , b , . *//, 
j=l m=l j=l k=l m=l n=m J=l k=l m=l n=m 
EF/<4 
i = i + 1 
Resume the tableau to the structure just after Phase H j 
j 
Loop back to Step 2 
ELSE 
Among the 0“ choose the feasible solution with the lowest cost 0 = 
Min(Oi), for i = 1,2,3,4 
4.3 An Illustrative Example 
Consider a simple example with the following characteristics: 
Number of Periods (T) 4 
Number of Products {J) 2 
Kind of capacity sources (K) 2 (Regular Time & Over Time) 
Setup cost of Product 1 (Sj) $ 396 
Setup cost of Product 2 (¾) $ 543 
Holding cost of Product 1 (ffj) $ 4 per period 
Holding cost of Product 2 (¾) $ 7 per period 
Backordering is not allowed 
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The transportation tableau for the example is given in Figure 4.3. The first 
assignment is made in Figure 4.4. The initial solution is obtained after the 16^ ^ 
iteration in Phase E (see Figure 4.5). 
y P i + Hi = 40 + 4 = 44 
Period n=\ n=2 y ^ n=3 n=4 “Q^ 
M j=2 -:^L^^;2 ~j=l j，2 ~j=l j=2 
m=l [ ^ ~ ~ | l F ( I 44 ) I 47 ~~~[^ ~~~[^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ 
k=l ^ ^ 530 
"""[^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~~~[^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~~^W ~~ \W ~ " 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ 
k=2 133 
m=2 ~ [ ^ [^¾ |lo" ~~~Ro" ~ [ S p7 1^ |"5T ~~1^ 
k=l . 530 
~ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~~~[^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~~~1^ ~ [ ^ ~~~[7T ~~1^ 
k=2 133 
m=3 ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ |lo" ~ | 7 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ p T ~~1^ 
k=l 530 
~~~[^ 1 ^ [ ^ ~"[M 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ 1^ jl^ 
k=2 ;： 1 3 3 
m=4 M M M M | ^ | ^ po" p5" [M 
k=l , � 530 
(\ M )~~[^ ~~~[^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~~~[^ ~~~1^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ [ ^ 
k=2 ^ ^ 133 
Djn 258 ^274 215 275 256 272 ^ ^ 534 
^M : a very large number 
Dummy column 
(Total Capacities > Total Demands) 
Liadmissible cell 
Figure 4.3 
Initial tableau of the problem example 
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ist assignment of Phase I 
/ 530 - 274 = 256 
Period n=l j n=2 n=3 n=4 y Qm 
M j=? /j=l J.:2 ~J=1 j=2 j=\ 片2 _ ^ ^ 
m=l | 4 2 ^ 4 4 ¾ / | 4 6 “ “ [ ^ “ “ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ | 1 ^ y ~ ^ 
k=l (27寸 [25^ 
~~~|^ ^ ^ 4 ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~|l iZ" “ ^ 
k=2 133 
m=2 [^ ^1^ ~~[^ ~ [ ^ ~~~[^ ~ [ ^ ~~~1^ ~1^ ““1^ 
k=l 530 
~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~~~[^ “ “ 1 ^ ~~^W ~ " 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ 
k=2 , 133 
m=3 ~ [ ^ " " " " [ ^ 1 ^ 1^4 |"5T ~ 1 ^ 2 1 ^ |"55 1 ^ 
k=l 530 
~ [ ^ ” [ K ~ 1 ^ ” [ ^ ~~~[^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ 
k=2 I ^ ^ 133 
m=4 M — M M M M M ~ ^ f 42 1 M 
k=l _ ^ 530 
” [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ' “ “ 1 ^ 
k=2 \ 133 
Djn " ^ 5 F " 0 一 215 275 ^ 272 252 316 \ 5 3 4 “ 
I \ 
Demand have been meet and the column is marked \ 
Nominal cost: 40 + 543/316 = 41.6 = 42 
Figure 4.4 
Tableau after First assignment 
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Period n=l n=2 n=3 n=4 C^m 
7=1 )，2 -j=l j.=2 j=l j=2 ~=l y=2 
m=l 1^ 一lo" ~~1^ ~"1^ ~~1^ ~~~BT ~~|1? ~~|"^I pM 
k=l 256 274 0 
~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~~~[^ ~~ \W ~ ~ [ ^ ~~~1^ ~~~1^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ 
k=2 2 131 0 
m=2 1^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~~1^ ~~[17 ~ p f s p4 1^ 
k=l 215 275 40 0 
“ ^ w “ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~~~1^ ~~1^ |7s |"S" ~~n^ 
k=2 85 48 0 
m=3 ~~~1^ ~ 1 ^ 1^ 1^ |"ir ~pW n^ p7 1^ 
k=l 272 258 0 
~ \ W ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~~1^ 1^ 
k=2 133 0 
m=4 ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ^W ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ [lv4 |"55" ~p5" |15““ 
k=l 214 316 0 
~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~~~[^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~~1^ 
k=2 38 95 0 
Djn ~ 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 4.5 
Liitial Basic Solution after Phase E 
Variable cost $ 91388 (256 * 40 + 274 * 40 + 2 * 60 + 131 * 68 + 215 * 40 + 
275 * 40 + 40 * 44 + 85 * 64 + 272 * 40 + 214 * 40 + 316 * 40 + 
38 * 60) 
Setup cost $ 3360 ((396 + 543) + (396 + 543) + 543 + (396 + 543)) 
Total cost $ 94748 
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Period n=l n=2 n=3 n=4 Qm 
J'=1 片“7-1 j=2 j=l j=2 -j=l J=2 
m=l ^ 一1 5 " — l T “ “ 1 ^ ~ ~ n ^ ~ ~ j l T ~ ~ [ U " ~ [ ^ 1 ^ 
k=l 256 274 0 
~~[^ ~ [ ^ ““1^ ~ ~ r ^ / " i ^ ““1^ ~~[^ ~ r ^ ^.4¥ 
k=2 2 ( 1 3寸 ( l j 0 
m=2 [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ p ^ ^ ^ 4 ~ p 7 \4^ ~~~jlT^^™ 
k=l 215 275 40 0 
~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~ [ m ^^^4 ~~~[^ ~~~[^ ~ 1 ^ ^ 4 ¥ 
k=2 ( 8 ^ ( 4 ^ 0 
m=3 [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ " 1 ^ ~ ~ \ M ^ ^ 2 ~ [ ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ p 7 " ^ ^ 
k=l 272 258 0 
~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ “ “ 1 ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~~~1^ ~~~|lS 
k=2 133 0 
m=4 ^ W ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 ^ " “ “ 1 ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ | l o " ~ ~ [ ^ 
k=l 214 316 0 
~ r W ~ j T T " ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ “ “ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ 4 
k=2 38 95 0 
“ “ ^ 0 ~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 4.6 
Tableau before first iteration of Phase EI 
As shown in Figure 4.6, Phase EI involves applying simplex method to the 
transportation tableau. This phase chooses non-basic cell A to enter the basis. The 
entrance of cell A into the basis forces the exit of the cell with 48 units. The tableau 
after the first iteration in Phase HI is shown in Figure 4.7. The final tableau is given 
in Figure 4.8. 
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Period n=l ^ ^ ^ ~~Q^ 
J=1 J-2 j=l j=l - j=l j=2 - j=l j=l 
m=l 1 ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ 
k=l 256 274 0 
~~1^  ~1^ ~[^ ~p^ 4^^ 8 ~~1^  ~~[^  ~[^ ^^4¾^  
k=2 2 [ 8^ (4^ 0 
m=2 [^ ~1^ ~1^ ~"|lo"^ 4^ ~p7 ~~~|"i^  ~~~p4"^ ro 
k=l 215 275 40 0 
~~~1^  ~~1^  ~[^ ~1^ ^ 4^ ~1^ ~1^ """|"§T 4^^ i 
k=2 ( l3^ ( ^ 0 
m=3 [^ ~[^ ~1^ ~ ju ^^ 2 ~~~["S" ~~n^  ~~ny Mici 
k=l 272 258 0 
~~\W ”[^ ~~1^  ”1^ ~~1^  ~~1^  ~~[^  ~~1^  ~~[^  
k=2 133 0 
m=4 ~[^ ~[^ ^w ~1^ ~ns 1^  1^  ~~|"i^  1^  
k=l 214 316 0 
~~[^ J 1^  1^  1^  1^  n^  |~^  ~~|~^  ~~1^  
k=2 • 38 95 0 
Djn 0 0~~• ~~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 4.7 
Tableau after first iteration of Phase HI 
Variable cost of the problem $ 91196 
Setup cost of the problem $ 3360 
Total cost of the problem $ 94556 
Costs changed after thefirst iteration ofPhase III 
Variable cost changed (83 * 68 + 133 * 64) - (131 * 68 + 85* 64) = -$ 192 
Setup cost changed $ 0 
Total cost changed $ 192 
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Period n=\ n=2 n=3 n=4 C^m 
J'=1 j=2 “ j=l j=2 - j=l j=2 j=l j=2 
m=l 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ [ ^ ~~~1^ ~~~1^ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ 
k=l 256 274 0 
~1^ ~1^ ~[^ ~~^w ~~1^  ~~1^  ~1^ ~1^ ~~^ W 
k=2 2 131 0 
m=2 1^ ~[^ ~~1^ ~~1^ ~~[^ ~~[47" ~[4^ ~|l4" ~"1^ 
k=l 215 275 36 0 
~1^ ~1^ ~[^ ~1^ ~~~[^  ~[^ ~~~[^  ~~[^  ~1^ 
k=2 133 0 
m=3 ^w ~ 1 ^ ~~~1^ ~ 1 ^ ~~~1^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ 4 ^ ~~~jiT""""n^ 
k=l 220 272 38 0 
~1^ ~[^ ~1^ ~1^ ~~[^  ~1^ ~[^ ~1^ ~1^ 
k=2 133 0 
m=4 1^ ~~^W """1^ ~~1^ ~ 1 ^ ~~1^ ~ [ ^ ~~1^ ~~1^ 
k=l 214 316 0 
~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ 1 ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~~1^ 
k=2 133 0 
_ _ - - - - - Q 5 0 0 
Figure 4.8 
Final solution after Phase EI 
After 9 iterations of Phase HI, the optimal solution come out, 
Variable cost of the problem $ 85056 
Setup cost of the problem $ 3756 
Total cost of the problem $ 88812 
Total cost difference between the solution ofPhase II and Phase III 
= $94748-$ 88812 
= $ 5936 
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4.4 Computational Results 
We discuss the performance of our heuristic with respect to (1) seasonality, (2) 
setup costs and (3) tightness of capacity. The details of the design of the experiments 
are shown in the previous chapter. To analyse the performance of the heuristic, the 
solution value of our heuristic is compared with the solution of the Gilbert and 
Madan's heuristic. 
/5 
Totally randomly generated problems of 27 (3') different cases were solved by 
both our heuristic and the heuristic of Gilbert and Madan. And for each case 30 
problems were solved repeatedly to obtain the average performance. 
The performance of the heuristic is evaluated by comparing the objective 
function value of both our heuristic solution and the heuristic solution of Gilbert and 
Madan. The detailed results of the comparison are shown in Table 4.1. In all 27 cases, 
our heuristic generated better solutions than the Gilbert and Madan's algorithm. On 
average, we improved the objective function value by 1.32% better than the Gilbert 
and Madan's algorithm. 
Further, we compare the performance of our algorithm with the Gilbert and 
Madan's algorithm under different problem characteristics. The results are shown in 
Tables 4.2 to 4.7. In each comparison, Average Percentage Difference (A.P.D.) is 
calculated. Li Table 4.2，our algorithm performed much better in Medium and High 
setup costs. For those cases with extreme seasonality, our algorithm performed much 
better than theirs (see Table 4.3). Table 4.4 shows the effect of tightness of capacity 
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on the A.P.D.. We can see that our algorithm also performed much better in 100% 
and 120% capacity. 
Table 4.5 shows the effect of interaction between setup cost and the seasonality 
on our heuristic against the Gilbert and Madan algorithm. Our heuristic performed 
much better than the Gilbert and Madan heuristic. We also made an analysis on the 
effect of interaction between seasonality and tightness of capacity (see Table 4.6). 
Our algorithm performed much better than the Gilbert and Madan algorithm, 
especially in those cases with extreme seasonality and more availability of capacity 
(120%). Our heuristic also performed much better than the Gilbert and Madan 
heuristic in the cases which have high setup cost and 120% capacity. 
Li addition, we also tried to analyse the performance of our new heuristic with 
respect to the number of products and number of periods. The results are shown in 
the Table 4.8 and Table 4.9. We found that there were minor effects of the number of 
products and the number of periods on the difference between our heuristic and the 
Gilbert and Madan heuristic. 
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Seasonality Setup Capacity Difference * Percentage * 
Difference (%) 
No Low 8 0 % ~ 446 0.08 
No Low 1 0 0 % ~ 2269 0.45 
No Low 120% 3323 0.66 
No Medium 80% 10874 1.76 
No "Medium ~ 1 0 0 % — 6 8 7 6 1.14 — 
No 1 ^ e d i u m ~ 1 2 0 % — 8 6 0 9 1.47 — 
No High 80% 11553 1.03 
No High 1 0 0 % ~ 14421 1.53 
N o H i g h 120% 18434 2 .14 
Moderate Low 80% 825 0.15 
Moderate — Low — 100% — 3055 0.59 
Moderate — Low — 120% — 2687 0.53 
Moderate ~Medium — 8 0 % —15042 2.43 一 
Moderate Medium 一 100% — 4770 “ 0.79 
M o d e r a t e M e d i u m — 120% — 4 9 5 9 0 . 8 4 
Moderate High _ 8 0 % _ 9 6 5 0 — 0.84 一 
Moderate High ~ ~ 1 0 0 % 一 1 0 5 2 7 1.11 — 
Moderate High 120% 21587 2.53 
Extreme Low 80% — 3 5 1 5 — 0.58 
"Extreme Low ~ 100% — 1007 0.18 
Extreme Low — 120% 292 0.06 
Extreme Medium 80% — 1 1 4 1 0.17 ~ 
~^xtreme Medium — 100% — 4753 0.76 
Extreme Medium 120% 6784 1.13 
Extreme High _ 8 0 % _ 1 0 8 4 0 1.08 — 
~lx t reme High ~ 1 0 0 % ~ 4 9 3 6 6 5.45 — 
Extreme High 120% 54442 6.21 
Difference: Objective Function Value of Gilbert and Madan algorithm OFVj minus 
Objective Function Value of Our algorithm OFV2 
OFV, - OFV, 
Difference %: ^ ^ * 100% 
OFV, 
Table4.1 
Average difference and difference percentage of the 27 problem cases 
between our heuristic and Gilbert and Madan's heuristic 
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Setup Cost 
Low Medium High 
A.P.D. 0.36 1.16 2.43 | 
Table 4.2 
The effect of setup costs on A.P.D. 
Seasonality 
None Moderate Extreme 
� A . P . D . 1.14 1.09 1.73 _ 
Table 4.3 
The effect of seasonality on A.P.D. 
Capacity 
80% 100% 120% 
A.P.D. 0.90 \ ^ 1.73 
Table 4.4 
The effect of tightness of capacity on A.P.D. 
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Seasonality 
Setup — ~ ~ S 
None Moderate Extreme 
Low 0.40 0.43 0.27 
Medium 1.45 1.35 0.69 
High 1.57 1.49 4.25 
Table 4.5 
The effect of seasonality and setup costs on A.P.D. 
Seasonality 
Capacity ^ 
None Moderate Extreme 
80% 0.96 1.14 0.61 
100% 1.04 0.83 2.13 
120% 1.42 1.30 2.47 
Table 4.6 
The effect of seasonality and tightness of capacity on A.P.D. 
Setup 
Capacity 
Low Medium High 
80% 0.27 1.45 0.98 
100% 0.41 0.89 2.70 
120% 0.42 1.15 3.63 
Table 4.7 
The effect of setup costs and tightness of capacity on A.P.D. 
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no. of products 3 6 9 
A.P.D. 1.32 1.52 1.92 ] 
Table 4.8 
The effect of number of products on A.P.D. 
no. of periods 12^ ^ 36 
A.P.D. 1.32 ^ 1.29 
Table 4.9 
The effect of number of periods on A.P.D. 
4.5 Conclusion 
Jn this chapter, we formulated the SLCR problem wihout backordering as a type 
of the fixed charge transportation problem. The formulation has the advantage of 
considering overtime capacity. We proposed a solution algorithm exploiting the 
structure of the fixed charge transportation problem. The algorithm is compared very 
favorably to the Gilbert and Madan (1991) algorithm for the same problem. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
Li this research we studied a class of Single Level Constrained Resource 
Problem. The problem is formulated as a variation of fixed charge transportation 
problem. By introducing the new ideas of holding period window size and searching 
directions, we developed an efficient heuristic on this formulation to solve the SLCR 
problem with regular time production costs, overtime production costs, inventory 
holding costs and the fixed setup costs. Our heuristic performed better than the 
Gilbert and Madan's heuristic especially for those problems with high setup costs, 
and extreme seasonality. 
Besides, we developed a new heuristic for the SLCR problem with backordering 
which few researchers have worked on in the past. The performance of the heuristic 
was compared to the Lower Bound we computed. The heuristic solution was 
satisfactory and had outstanding results for those problems with low setup costs and 
extreme seasonality. 
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Our heuristics proposed here performed only on simulated data generated by an 
experiment. It will be interesting to test our heuristics with real data. Also to make 
our heuristic truly useful, we have to build a planning system with a user friendly 
interface. 
Another extension to this research, is to incorporate product shelf life. Many 
products particularly food, beverage, etc. have expiry date. Our heuristics have to be 
modified if shelf life is a critical issue. 
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